
Run no:-1584, 20 June 2012 

Hare:- Greg 'Tickler' C 
Location:- Krua Saam Yay, Ratchapreuk Road, Nonthaburi 

Scribe:- Lem 'No Good Boyo' M 

It was looking grim as I turned up in my truck with no-one else there at 5pm apart from Ticklers booze 

machine and Malinee collecting money. Soon the Bang Kruay Blues Brothers, Jeff Gay and Cengiz 

turned up and then Maverick all the way from town. I had brought my 300th mug which was given to 

me in September last year, quite a few runs after the event I might say, in order to prove your GM 

‘Norman’ wrong. It was Tony’s fault of course; he got hold of some old stats and instructed Malinee 

to produce a 300 mug for me. However, it was amicably agreed that I would receive the same mug, 

suitably inscribed 400 runs when I eventually reached that goal which according to my calculations is 

in about 60 runs’ time. 

Bobo always turns up at Krua Saam Yay and he did again tonight on a short visit following in the 

footsteps of Daw Suu Kyi to Thailand. So just four of us set off on the run with Bobo and Jeff in the 

front. Off the road and into the bush and then out on the road again. Jeff understood this and stayed on 

the road. What’s up with you, you Aussie wimp! We fortunately had instructions at the start that the 

long run would go over Bang Kruay Sai Noi road and loop back. The shorter run would be to go left 

on this road and get into Wat Prasart where the other trail came in. Bobo was of course first across the 

road and called to Jeff to follow. Jeff modestly refused to answer the call and continued on what he 

knew was the short run leaving Bobo from Burma in the Bang Kruay bush on his bloody own. 

Teerachai wandered through Wat Bang Kruay where Jeff Bugs passed him and spent the rest of his 

trail all alone. 

Back at the parking lot Jeff was there talking about the earthquake in Moe in Australia where he once 

lived. Headlines were: Moe hit by earthquake. Town improved!! The four harriettes who did hardly 

any of the run but at least prepared a great snack with Som providing a local selling platform. Wine, 

lip balm and other things. I was persuaded to buy one bottle of wine and some lip balm ‘lip dee’ in 

anticipation of a weekend with the ‘gik’. I will be calling Som on Monday to report the results. Bobo 

pointed out to me the advantages of balm on lips, which had somehow previously escaped me! Can’t 

wait to find out… 

Unbeknown to me, Tony and Sweety and a cute (according to ‘Norman’) 19 year old US hasher from 

Taiwan turned up later. We were already half way through the circle when this ‘cute’ teenager in a 

bike shirt turned up having completed the whole trail on his own. While Tony and Sweety needed a 

taxi to get them back to the start. We all then got into a pedantic argument about the meaning of 

torches and flashlights but then sensibly decided to taste the delightful wine that Som, Teerachai and 

Kim had brought to the table. But not before democracy reigned ensuring that the 19 year old visitor 

got POTW. 

At the restaurant, good food indeed, good wine and interesting conversation which ranged from 

Burma, Interhash finances, Oil fields to shouldn’t Khun Taksin just f*ck off. GM ‘Norman’ swept a 

large glass of wine off the table into the khlong below to order the waitress to swim in and retrieve it!! 

The glass was washed and refilled of course. Tickler generously funded the whole event. 

On On 

NGB 


